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GERMAN RESISTANCE CRACKS BEFORE THE FIFTH ARMY

By William Munday, Representing the Combined Press

With the Fifth Army

Tuesday.

German resistance to the Fifth Army in the mountains north-west of

Salerno cracked suddenly to give British troops the road through the passes
to the Naples plain.

There is only one reason for this collapse. They had been fought

completely to a standstill.

They came in as captives, strong burly non of first-line German

units, stumbling in their weariness like old men.

Their camouflage overalls, dabbed with green and brown to harmonise

with the wooded hillsides, were torn and muddy* They were unshaven and

dirty* They marched back along a road lined with the graves of comrades

they had buried so shallowly in their haste to get away themselves that

the stench of dead filled their nostrils as they walked.

I have never seen Germans so broken in spirit and morals.

In Tunisia, swarming in thousands into prison camps after the Cape Bon

debacle, they had been still proud and jaunty. There they had their own

brass band.

Here there was fear in their eyes, defeat in the very manner in

which they slouched along. But the wonder of it was that these hardened

veterans of the Hermann Goering Division and the Fifteenth panzer Grena-

diers, come to fight a delaying roar-guard battle of the greatest im-

portance to the Germans in Italy, had been reduced to this condition of

utter defeat by British troops*

They had been fighting with as little rest as the Germans, with

far less, in fact*

For during the 18 days of the battle since the Salerno landing, the

Germans have been sitting in the hills, and always we have had to go after

them, hue wo started clambering up the mountains after them after the

discomfort and danger of three days and nights at sea, in an invasion

armada
*

Only on very few occasions did the Germans even counter-attack*

Their tactics had been to delay us solely by holding naturally strong

defensive positions and by demolition and mines*

Until the big attack to break out of the northern end of the Salerno

bridgehead began five days ago, British troops to the south of them along

the Avelline road had been pushing forward gradually over the mountains

against stubborn resistance to improve their positions.
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It was slow work, interspersed with the costly storming of strong-

points on the heights.

Five days of fighting which has taken them five miles along the

Naples road - enough to open the pass to the Naples plain where, battle

could be more mobile and swift, and the scales more evenly balanced -

have been equally slow and costly.

But it was this relentless pressure which eventually broke the

Germans. That, and the shelling by artillery and-naval guns, and the

terror of Allied bombers and fighters attacking them ceaselessly

without interference or counter-attacks by the Luftwaffe,

Since the thrust along the Naples road began, for instance,

attacking British troops have had the odd of 150 guns shelling the road,

heights on either side, and other selected targets.

The guns were efficient 25-pounders, and batteries of American

125-millimetre guns, which is slightly larger than a 'calibre of seven

inches,

That is a pretty considerable concentration going all at once,

and shells were not stinted.

German prisoners talked with nervous volubility of its effects.

For though we were restricted in our advance to a narrow road jammed! in

the defile, so were the Germans restricted to it in their withdrawal,

and graves along its verges and in ditches were those of Germans killed

by '.our shelling as they moved along it*

When we got on to- the 1,200 ft, high heights on the west side of

thcroad overlooking Camorelle, it was strewn with German dead - more

victims of the guns.

Capture of Camerelle, tiny crossroads village five miles along the

Naples road from Vietri, which was the starting point of our push in

this direction from the Salerno bridgehead,, was the end of the battle

for the mountain pass.
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It was. Captured ahead or German expectations by a neat reversal

of the tables. Until then all infiltrations into the enemy lines had

been cases of Germans steading into ours.

This time British troops crept down around the Germans astride the

road and into Camerelle, Then they came back down the road and attacked

the Germans from the rear. They found about a company of Germans, with

a machine-gun pointing forward.

The Nazis yielded at once, as much from battle weariness as from

surprise.

The Germans had blown a crater 10 ft, wide and 10 ft. deep in the

road forwardof this position, but sappers had 'worked so swiftly that they

filled it with shovels by the time a bulldozer arrived.

The sappers were machine-gunned spasmodically while they worked,
and a small pocket of Germans threw hand grenades at them. The sappers

put down their shovels for the moment, took up their rifles and went

after the Germans, who, after their grenade-throwing gesture, surrendered

readily, to add their dejection to that of the other German prisoners.

Loss of Camerelle deprived a considerable number of Germans in the

hills between there and westward to the Avellino road of their best line

of retreat. At Camerelle the narrow gorge which brings the Naples road

from Vietri opens into a broad orchard filled with a. valley containing
a. number of roads and tracks, in addition to the main road.

Increased freedom of movement these will give to forces previously
restricted to one road will be of the greatest value.

At Camerelle, too, the mountains end. There are a few heights

on the right-hand side of the road, but petting any Germans who might

try to delay us there will be a comparatively simple matter.

There is a bottle-neck at the end of the Camerelle valley, where

Nocera, about two miles away, is cradled between hillocks. The

Germans may try to holt here.

Nocera, a, town of 2,300 inhabitants, almost merges, with Pagani,

of 14,000 people, a mile nearer Naples. Once we are at Pagani we are

also on the Naples plain with all its area and flatness to manoeuvre on

and over, and so tanks and other armoured, vehicles can go chasing after

the Germans,
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